The Macsyma system arose out of research on mathematical software in the AI group at MIT in the 1960's. Algorithm development in symbolic integration and simplification arose out of the interest of people, such as the author, who were also mathematics students. The later development of algorithms for the GCD of sparse polynomials, for example, arose out of the needs of our user community. During various times in the 1970's the computer on which Macsyma ran was one of the most popular nodes on the ARPANET. We discuss the attempts in the late 70's and the 80's to develop Macsyma systems that ran on popular computer architectures. Finally, we discuss the impact of the fundamental ideas in Macsyma on current research on large scale engineering systems.
I entered MIT as a doctoral student in mathematics in 1963. My goal was to redesign the symbolic integration program by James Slagle that was done under the supervision of Marvin Minsky in 1961 [1] . Minsky is one of the founders of the field of Artificial Intelligence. Slagle wrote his program, SAINT, Symbolic Automatic INTegrator, in LISP. While I initially wanted to use an assembler, I quickly became enamored of LISP due to its simplicity and its mathematical elegance. I did not realize then that my group and other groups would spend the next two decades improving LISP's speed and memory cost so that it rivaled that of popular languages, once declarations were made to program variables.
Actually, Minsky was unwilling to supervise another thesis in integration. He wanted his students to work on new applications of artificial intelligence, rather than improve old ones. My initial work thus was on proving that integration was undecidable. My idea was to use the recent result that proved the undecidability of Hilbert's tenth problem on polynomials with integer coefficients [2] . I believed that this result could be extended to integration problems in the calculus. After making significant progress on this problem I found out that Daniel Richardson had recently followed the same approach and proved the theorem, although he relied on the absolute value function toward the end of the proof, a step that it made the proof somewhat controversial [3] . Thus, in 1965 I was able to get Minsky to agree to my original goal. My program, SIN (a deliberate pun on Slagle's SAINT), was completed in 1967 [4] . In retrospect, I think I made several contributions in the thesis. A key one was in AI. I introduced, at about the same time as Stanford's Edward Feigenbaum [5] , what later came to be known as the Knowledge Based Systems approach to AI. The original approaches to AI usually relied on searches of tree structures in order to solve problems. I argued that such searches could take enormous time as problems grew harder to solve. Instead, I felt that one should endow computers with knowledge of the problem domain so that searches could be eliminated, at least much of the time. The need for knowledge was accepted relatively quickly by leading AI researchers, such as Herb Simon. I assumed implicitly that the knowledge in the systems would be highly structured to make access easy. This turned out not be an easy sell, and it took me many years to figure out why. This issue is still a mainstay of my current work. An alternative to my approach that actually emphasized the use of unstructured knowledge was Feigenbaum's Rule-Based Expert Systems approach [6] . Much is to be learned from the initial successes of rule based expert systems in the 1970's and their later failures in the 1980's that led to the "AI winter."
A second contribution of my thesis was the overall structure of SIN which is composed of three stages. I used a heuristic, called the "derivative divides" heuristic, in the first stage of the SIN. This heuristic was to look for a component of the integrand whose derivative divides into the rest of the integrand leaving only a constant. If such a component existed, then a table look-up based on the form of the component resulted in the integral. Consider integrating x sin(x 2 ) with respect to x. The x 2 in sin(x 2 ) has derivative 2 x which divides the rest of the integrand (namely x) leaving only a constant 1/2. Looking up sin (y) in a small table in SIN yields -cos (y). Hence the integral is -1/2 cos(x 2 ). One could argue that in practice this heuristic solved about 80% of the problems that are posed.
The second stage of SIN uses a dozen or so methods specialized to the type of integrand. For example, rational functions of exponentials are handled by a method that attempts to integrate them by substituting a new variable, say y, for an exponential, often resulting in a rational function in y. I assumed that 80% of the remaining problems could be solved using the various algorithms in this second stage.
The final stage was based on my reading of the existing literature on integration, largely from Ritt's book on integration [7] . I originally developed a method, called the EDGE heuristic for EDucated GuEss. This approach assumed that the integral could be expressed as a sum of non-constant multiples of components in the integrand. The idea was to differentiate such a form and attempt to solve for the multiples. A few years later, when Risch's paper [8] was sent to me, I replaced this stage with Risch's algorithm in that paper, which is effective except for certain integrands that involved algebraic functions. Algebraic functions were known to be the sticking points in indefinite integration for a century. One can say that algebraic geometry was developed by Riemann and others in order to solve integration problems. The difficulty in solving such problems led to the conjecture by Hardy circa 1905 [9] that determining whether an integral can be expressed in terms of the usual functions of the calculus could not be decided in finite time and space. The irony, given Gödel's results, is that Hardy, who was courageous in going against Hilbert's view that all such decision problems were soluble, was essentially proved wrong.
This three stage approach to problem solving can be seen in other contexts these days. That is, a first stage that is relatively low cost, yet solves a high percentage of the problems; a second stage that requires identification of cases and possesses recipes for solving each case; and a third stage that involves much additional machinery. The book Re-engineering the Corporation [10] uses this approach, and it may not be an accident that both authors are associated with MIT. I believe that we will increasingly see such a three stage approach in health care. For example, the Minute Clinics that are becoming popular in the US can be considered such a first stage in a health care system. The thesis had some, albeit limited impact on mathematical education. Thomas's famous calculus text had nearly a page describing it in some of the book's versions. It is interesting that Thomas's book has modules on Maple and Mathematica these days.
Finally, SIN was indeed faster and more powerful than SAINT as I had initially intended. In part, its power arose from the fact that I used the MATHLAB system for integrating rational functions. MATHLAB development was led by Carl Engelman of the MITRE Corporation. It too was written in LISP, and it used 19 th century algorithms for factorization of polynomials that appeared in van der Waerden's books on abstract algebra [11] .
A key idea in Risch's integration algorithm is the notion of field extensions. We assume that the base or ground field is the field of rational functions in x. Then e x is an extension of the ground field which contains rational functions in e x whose coefficients are rational functions in x. Similarly for log (x + 1). The function log (e x + 1) can be placed in a field that involves two extensions of the rationals. The integration algorithm begins by expressing the integrand in some extension field of the rational functions and reduces the number of extensions at each step until it gets to the base field of rational functions. We generally get a set of linear equations which if solvable permit one to generate the integral. Otherwise, the problem cannot be integrated in terms of the usual functions of the calculus. The notion of field extensions is basic to modern pure mathematics in areas such as algebraic geometry. This notion played a key role in my thinking over the years. It is related to the notion of levels of abstraction in Computer Science.
In the years immediately following my thesis research I worked on a companion problem of simplification. The Edge heuristic as well as Risch's algorithm both emphasized the point that integration, when the integrand is carefully expressed, is the inverse of differentiation. My 1971 simplification paper [12] defined three theoretical approaches to simplification algorithms. Zero-equivalence algorithms guaranteed that expressions equivalent to 0 are recognized. Thus sin 2 (x) +cos 2 (x) -1 would simplify to 0 using such algorithms. Canonical algorithms would take an expression and reduce it to a canonical form. Thus equivalent expressions would result in the same form. Such an approach is not always ideal. For example, (x+1) 100 would result in a polynomial with 101 terms in most canonical polynomial systems, whereas it might be desirable to keep it in factored form in some situations. Risch's algorithm, which uses field extensions, produces what I called a regular simplification algorithm. The field extensions are algebraically independent. That is, they possess no relationship expressible in polynomial terms. For example, e x and log(x+1) are algebraically independent. Regular simplifiers guarantee zero-equivalence but are not necessarily canonical since, for example, the order in which field extensions are chosen can yield somewhat different results.
Another student of Minsky in the 1963-1967 time frame was William Martin. Bill was trying to develop an interactive system that an engineer could use in solving a symbolic problem one step at a time. He developed a nice way to display expressions on a screen, as well as an interpreter for step-by-step symbolic solutions. The expression display used a separate machine, called the Kludge, which used a bit map display, and thus allowed Bill to generate two dimensional graphics of mathematical formulas. Bill finished his thesis a few months before I did in 1967 [13] . We both stayed on at MIT after finishing our theses.
There were at that time several other groups working on symbolic systems and algorithms. They were brought together by Jean Sammet of IBM in a conference, called SYMSAM that she organized in 1966. Jean had also formed SICSAM, the Special Interest Committee on Symbolic and Algebraic Manipulation, which later became SIGSAM. Jean had led the development of FORMAC, which IBM made into a product [14] . I worked for Jean in the summer of 1964, unsuccessfully attempting to convince her group to add a pattern matching procedure to FORMAC. It helped the emerging community of symbolic systems builders that IBM had a product, especially one that had somewhat limited capabilities.
Other attendees at this SYMSAM conference included Tony Hearn, then at Stanford, who had been working on REDUCE, with an emphasis on solving problems in physics, especially Feynman diagrams which required special integration routines [15] . Little did we realize then that calculation of Feynman diagrams would lead to the 1999 Nobel physics prize for Martinus Veltman and his student for work done about six years later using his system SCHOONSCHIP [16] . Bell Labs had Stan Brown whose ALPAK system made calculations with rational functions, which were of value to researchers at the Labs [17] . His system was more powerful than MATHLAB. IBM Research had George Collins whose work already showed his mastery of algebraic algorithms [18] . IBM Research also had Jim Griesmer and Dick Jenks who started the development of SCRATCHPAD, a system with broad symbolic capabilities, in 1965 [19] .
An interesting question is why there was so much interest in symbolic systems and algorithms at that time. I think one reason is that numerical algorithms were not yet seen as powerful then as they are seen now, and this meant that there was continued effort to use the classic symbolic mathematical approaches to the solution of problems, especially in physics and engineering. For me, it was fun to be able to implement symbolic algorithms that appeared in my mathematics courses, and that also seemed to have practical value.
I went on the road in 1967 giving what were effectively job talks in those days. In contrast to today where one has to reply to advertisements regarding a search, things were much looser in those days. In CMU I had a long question-and-answer session with Alan Newell regarding my approach to AI. Bob Caviness was in the audience that day. Alan Perlis, the department chair, had a special interest in symbolic computing and his students created a symbolic system [20] . According to Caviness, one student was supposed to create an integration system, but unfortunately he died before he could finish it. At Bell Labs I was accompanied by Bill Martin. Several of the researchers we met that day have been friends of mine since, especially Elwyn Berlekamp whose factorization algorithm over primes was used later in Macsyma [21] . Tony Hearn was my host at Stanford and helped me during the lecture when I got confused in my description of an algorithm.
Back at MIT
We obtained research support from ARPA beginning in July 1969, and we made our first staff hire, Jeff Golden, at that point. Our growing system created a major load on the AI PDP-10 computer so that ARPA agreed to let us buy a new memory of one quarter million words, for a total memory that was double the maximum available from DEC at that time. The fun and games that I was previously having now began to have some serious consequences, given the great expense of the memory ($400K in 1968). Not much later our Project MAC director, JCR Licklider, was able to convince ARPA to let us buy our own PDP-10, called the Mathlab machine. We made it a node on the growing ARPANET. During some months that machine was one of the most popular nodes on the ARPANET.
Our coming-out occurred at the 1971 SIGSAM Symposium [22] . Our group had seven papers at that meeting. Martin and Fateman wrote a description of Macsyma for that symposium [23] . The 1971 Symposium indicated great depth in the community, both in algorithm design and in systems and applications. Some of the major algorithms presented were modular ones [24] . Modular algorithms worked for polynomials in several variables. All but one variable were substituted by integers, and the resulting univariate problem was solved. Given enough such substitutions one could figure out the multivariate answer for the original problem by an interpolation scheme. We came back from the Symposium very interested in implementing these new algorithms and making them available to our growing community over the ARPANET. The day we introduced the modular gcd algorithm as the standard gcd algorithm in Macsyma the system ground to a halt and we immediately received numerous complaints from the user community. We were surprised by this, since we were led to believe by some that the modular algorithms were optimal ones. I analyzed why the modular GCD algorithm performed poorly, and realized that it took essentially the same time when a multivariate polynomial was sparse as when it was dense and possibly had a number of terms that is exponential in the number of variables. This would not have bothered George Collins very much since he was interested in logic-based problems that were usually dense, but most of our users had sparse problems. We immediately replaced the modular algorithms with our previous algorithms, and began to perform research on algorithms that could handle sparse polynomials.
Soon after we returned from the 1971 conference Bill Martin surprised me by saying that he wanted to leave the project. I took over his role and ran the group for the next dozen years. Bill's role in the development of Macsyma was critical. He led the project for three years. He emphasized the goal of creating a system that had multiple representations and included most of the algorithms that were known at the time. He probably was the one who emphasized the need for developing a comprehensive system that would be useful to engineers, scientists as well as mathematicians. On the other hand, all the MIT doctoral students in the project were supervised by me, and thus Bill did not get all the credit he deserved.
Paul Wang did his doctoral thesis on limits and definite integration [25] . As a faculty member in mathematics he worked on polynomial factorization with a mathematics post-doc, Linda Preiss Rothschild. They began with Berlekamp's algorithm for factorization over the integers modulo a prime. They extended the resulting factors to factors over a prime power. When the prime power exceeded the integers that could be coefficients in a factorization over the integers, then one can check to see if the generated factors are indeed factors over the integers. They generalized the approach to factorization in several variables by substituting integers for all but one variable and extending the result to several variables [26] . The key new idea in their multivariate algorithm was the extension technique, which is called the Hensel lemma in algebra and is a variant of Newton's method. Hensel's lemma could usually be employed with just one factorization over the integers of a univariate polynomial, as opposed to an exponential number that might have been needed with a modular approach.
One day David Yun, whom I had asked to look into GCD algorithms for sparse polynomials, pointed out that the GCD of two polynomials is a factor of each polynomial, and hence a similar approach to factorization used by Wang and Rothschild could apply. We were very excited by this idea. We soon discovered some problems with the approach, which we called the EZ GCD algorithm. We were able to circumvent one problem, but had difficulty with another problem that arose when the substitution for all but one variable trivialized the resulting univariate polynomial. We made other randomly chosen substitutions to get around the problem, but such substitutions often increased the size of the resulting problem. Nevertheless, the EZ GCD algorithm was better than the alternative ones in many cases, sometimes by many orders [27] .
By 1974 ARPA decided that it had contributed enough to the system's development for the past five years. It asked MIT to turn over the support for further R&D to the Macsyma user community. As a going away present ARPA paid for a newer and faster version of the PDP-10 we were using. It became known as the Macsyma Consortium computer, and was also made available on the ARPANET. The Consortium members included the DOE, NASA, US Navy and Schlumberger. The consortium funded the group for the next 7-8 years. The Macsyma system as of 1974 is described briefly in my paper "Macysma -The Fifth Year" [28] .
I began to get increasingly involved in academic administration, initially as associate director of the Laboratory for Computer Science in 1974. The first group of doctoral students had graduated by then, and only two remained, namely Richard Zippel and Barry Trager. Some years later Zippel would write a thesis on extending the EZ GCD algorithm in the cases where a straight-forward substitution failed [29] . Trager spent several years at IBM Research but returned to finish a thesis on the integration of algebraic functions [30] .
Much of the effort in the group turned to the development of a relatively bug free system as well as new features, such as tensor calculations. Some of the effort went into a better LISP compiler. The overall system had grown quite large and the core system was having great difficulty fitting in the 256K word limit of the PDP-10 computer. Our hope was that DEC would develop a version of the PDP-10 that would have a large address space. This was also a hope of the rest of the Laboratory for Computer Science (the new name for Project MAC) and the AI Lab. DEC's VP Gordon Bell promised to deliver a much cheaper version of the PDP-10 with large address space by 1978. We were quite surprised when Bell returned with some of his colleagues and unveiled the DEC VAX architecture. So much of the Lab's software and that of the other main ARPA-funded universities was based on the PDP-10 architecture. On the other hand, DEC made a business decision to go with the VAX architecture. This change of architecture by DEC cost the ARPA community several years of system development. Our group bit the bullet and undertook a project to develop a LISP for the VAX, called NIL for New Implementation of LISP. VAX-based versions of Macysma would permit many users to have their own copies of the system, even on microprocessor-based machines. Such versions would eventually be written in COMMON LISP in the 1980's.
An exciting event took place in 1977. Richard Fateman, formerly of our group, and then on the faculty of UC Berkeley, ran the first Macsyma Users Conference at Berkeley. The member of our group who attracted the most attention was Ellen Lewis, who was the main interface to our users. I recall introducing Richard Gosper as the only living 18 th century mathematician since the problems he was interested in were generally from the 18 th century. Gosper was an expert on summation in closed form [31] , and was the only one I knew who had a deep understanding of Ramanujan's notebooks.
I began a 20 year stint as a full-time academic administrator in 1978. My positions were: head of the MIT computer science faculty, head of the electrical engineering and computer science department, dean of engineering and finally provost of MIT. These positions meant that I could not devote much time to running the group. I also lost some interest in algorithm development. For example, Groebner basis algorithms did not fascinate me since I assumed that many problems that relied on Groebner bases simply took exponential time. In contrast our use of the Hensel lemma reduced the cost of computation in practice by many orders. I was interested in the mathematics of special functions, which would broaden the use of symbolic mathematics well beyond the usual functions in the calculus [32] . However, I assumed that this was a programme that would take decades. Thus in 1981 I began discussions within MIT about forming a company, which would distribute and develop Macsyma to a large number of users on VAX-like machines and even smaller computers. The Bayh-Dole Act had recently passed in the US and this meant that work sponsored by the US government could be licensed by universities for a fee, as long as the government obtained the ability to use it for itself. Unfortunately, at that early point there was little experience with the Act. In particular, the Department of Energy, one of our consortium sponsors, was asked by some of our users and developers to force the software to be available for free to everyone. I opposed such a move because significant funds were needed to maintain and develop the system further. The MIT administration was concerned that it might be in a conflict of interest in permitting one of its faculty members and some of its staff to profit from government-sponsored research and development. The administration decided to let the Arthur D Little company, a local consulting firm, determine to whom to license the software. Arthur D Little decided to license it to Symbolics, Inc, a company that was formed by former MIT staffers to produce LISP machines. I opposed this license because I felt that Symbolics would have a conflict of interest in licensing VAX-based Macsyma systems in competition with its LISP machine-based systems. In fact, Arthur D Little had a conflict of its own since it had a fund for its employees that was a major investor in Symbolics. MIT decided, however, to license Macsyma to Symbolics, and some of our staff, such as Jeff and Ellen Golden, went to work for them. The group terminated activities at MIT in 1982.
The early 80's also saw the development of new systems. SMP was developed largely by Steve Wolfram, a former Macsyma user from Cal Tech [33] . It had the feature that coefficients were floating point numbers, which made the GCD algorithm not applicable to its expressions. Maple was presented at the 1984 Macsyma Users' Conference [34] . The emphasis, from our perspective, was on careful engineering of the system. One emphasis was on reducing Maple's core system's memory requirements so that it could operate on hardware that was cheaper than Macsyma's at the time. A second emphasis that we noted was on careful programming of the basic algorithms so that speed was increased in common cases.
Symbolics was able to sell Macsyma licenses on a VAX soon after obtaining the license from MIT, but Macsyma systems on personal computers were late in coming, and this became a serious competitive disadvantage during the 1980's. Furthermore the Department of Energy insisted on a free version and MIT finally gave one to them to be placed in a public data base. My concern about internal conflicts within Symbolics was justified, and the "AI winter" caused in part by the overselling of rule-based expert systems, usually implemented in LISP, eventually led to the demise of Symbolics as a hardware manufacturer. The Macsyma software was finally sold to a company called Macsyma Inc, but it was too little and too late, and that company failed as well in the early 90's. A version of Macsyma, called MAXIMA, is currently available on the net, but it does not contain the improvements made at Symbolics.
My research in the past 25 years can be said to be influenced, in part, by my experience with SIN and Macsyma. As I developed SIN I was increasingly concerned over the classic approach to AI in the 1950's, namely heuristic search, a top-down tree-structured approach to problem solving. In the late 1960's there began the development of the software engineering approach in Computer Science, which is another version of a top-down tree structured approach to design. In the 1970's I began reading the literature on the management of human organizations, and there was Herb Simon again emphasizing a top-down hierarchical approach to organization. I could not understand why Americans were so enamored with what I considered an approach that would fail as systems became larger, more complex, and in need of greater flexibility.
In the 1980's the US became very concerned over the loss of manufacturing jobs to the Japanese and to a degree the Germans. When I began reading the literature on Japanese management, I recognized ideas I had used in SIN and Macsyma [35] . There was an emphasis on abstraction and layered organizations as well as flexibility. These notions are present in abstract algebra. In particular, a hierarchy of field extensions, called a tower in algebra, is a layered system. Such hierarchies are extremely flexible since one can have an infinite number of alternatives for the coefficients that arise in each lower layer. But why were such notions manifest in some societies and not so much in Anglo-Saxon countries? My answer is that these notions are closely related to the national culture, and countries where there are multiple dominant religions (e.g., China, Germany, India, and Japan) would tend to be more flexible than ones where there is one dominant religion. Furthermore, if one of the religions had a layered approach to hierarchies (e.g., Shinto in Japan) then that country would have a deeper understanding of relatively flat, layered hierarchies. My recent work deals with the design of large scale engineering systems using approaches to design that are based on notions, such as platform-based design and layering [36, 37] . Further discussion of these issues and many others can be found in my memoirs [38] .
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